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Six figure, statewide ad buy highlights Feingold’s atrocious record on national security
Let America Work (LAW), the Super PAC supporting Wisconsin Senator Ron
Johnson, released a new television ad today called “Chaos,” which highlights reckless
Russ Feingold’s atrociously weak record on national security. “Chaos” is a six-figure
ad buy that will be seen by Wisconsin voters across the state beginning Tuesday.
View the ad here.
“When Russ Feingold represented Wisconsinites in the U.S. Senate, he was
notorious for his weak record on national security,” said LAW Senior Strategist Mark
Stephens. “Feingold is infamous for being the only U.S. senator to vote against the
2001 Patriot Act, which increased terrorist surveillance after 9/11.”
“It is alarming that Feingold admires President Obama’s record on military and
Foreign Affairs. Our military has been horribly weakened in the past seven years
and the Feingold/Obama record on foreign policy has provided encouragement to
our adversaries and enemies and undermined the trust of our allies and friends.”
“Russ Feingold should not be entrusted with the safety and security of our nation,”
Stephens continued. “With the serious national security challenges facing America
now and in the future, Wisconsin families simply cannot take another chance on
‘Reckless Russ’.”
“Chaos” comes days after a Marquette University Law poll shows the Wisconsin
senate race is statistically tied. Let America Work released an internal poll in
December 2015 also showing a statistical tie between Sen. Johnson and Feingold.
LAW previously released a digital ad, “Demanding Truth,” showing Sen.
Johnson blasting the bureaucrats at the Veterans Administration and demanding
answers following the explosive VA scandal and subsequent cover up.
Background
In 2001, Feingold Was The Only Senator To Vote Against The PATRIOT
Act. (H.R 3162, Roll Call Vote #313: Passed 98-1; R 49-0; D 48-1; I 1-0, 10/25/01,
Feingold Voted Nay). Video here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijJizNtVOcA.

